Grand am coil pack

As you already know, each coil pack comes with two towers that fire off a spark to two different
cylinders simultaneously. This article will take you by the hand so to speak and show you how
to test them step by step on the car or mini-van in five easy steps. Before we go on, let me tell
you that this article only tests for a bad ignition coil pack s and is geared more toward solving a
misfire condition in which the car or minivan or truck if you're driving an Isuzu starts and runs
but runs with a misfire. To see the complete list of 3. Now in case you're wondering what
vehicles this article applies to, it applies to most of the GM models Buick, Chevy, Olds, and
Pontiac with either a 3. Also, Isuzu Rodeo and Trooper with the 3. You'll find, on the column on
the right, a box titled: Applies To and in it a list of most of the makes and models this testing
info applies to. To help you to diagnose this type of Direct Ignition System, the following
sub-headings below will shed some light on the most common symptoms of a bad ignition coil,
some basic working theory, the tools you'll need, and safety precautions you need to take when
working on this type of Direct Ignition System DIS. The five most important things that you need
to know about this type of Direct Ignition System to be able to test the ignition coils, are:. Now,
I'm gonna' go into some detail to explain lines 1 and 2 12 Volts and the Switching Signal above
This applies to each ignition coil pack sitting on top of the ignition control module. They do
need a Ground and are grounded, but it's a ground that's turned On and Off by the ignition
control module and not thru' a wire that's connected directly to chassis Ground or the battery
negative terminal. This is where the term: Switching Signal comes into play, since this is what
the turning On and OFF of the ground that the ignition module provides is named. And as you
may already know, this is what causes the ignition coil packs to fire off spark. So, obviously,
without this Switching Signal the ignition coil won't spark. This Switching Signal can be easily
tested and this article will teach you how! Now lets find out what tools we need to properly
diagnose these ignition coil packs. You don't need any expensive testing equipment to test and
diagnose a bad ignition coil pack on your Chevy or Buick, or Pontiac, or Olds car or mini-van.
You'll need:. Although a scan tool automotive diagnostic scanner does come in handy to
retrieve the misfire code, it's not required to test the coil packs. Well, because with the help of
this article, you'll be testing the ignition coil packs on the car dynamically. This is something
that a scan tool can not do for you. Since you'll be working around a cranking engine this
section can be summed up with the following: use common sense and take all necessary safety
precautions. The following links will help you comparison shop for the original AC Delco Delphi
ignition module and ignition coils:. Don't worry, once you get to the site they'll make sure it fits.
If it doesn't, they find you the right part. All Tutorials: 3. I leave dental floss in the kitchen and
watch the roaches hang themselves. This material may not be reproduced without the author's
consent. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases
from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in
bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem on your vehicle.
Page 1 Page 2 Page 3 Page 4. Troubleshooting Misfire Codes GM 3. Engine Compression Test
GM 3. Or other ignition system malfunction codes. Rough Idle caused by engine misfire. Bad
gas mileage that results from the engine not firing on all cylinders. Excessive tail-pipe
emissions that, depending on how bad the misfire is, can be seen as black smoke coming out of
the tail-pipe. A "rotten egg" smell coming from the tailpipe. This smell is caused by unburned
gasoline from the misfiring cylinder overloading the catalytic converter's oxidation process.
This smell is usually the surest indicator that the misfire will eventually damage the catalytic
converter or of your car. A lack of power since the engine is not firing on all cylinders. That
each of the individual coil packs sitting on top of ignition control module are controlled by a
Switching Signal. This Switching Signal is created by the ignition control module. That it's
nearly impossible for all three ignition coils to go bad. That each ignition coil can be tested on
the car or mini-van or truck if you're driving an Isuzu. You'll need: A test light. An LED light. A
multimeter don't have a digital multimeter? Need to buy one? Don't use a regular spark plug
instead of a spark tester. A battery jumper cable. This jumper cable will come in handy in Test 2
of this article. You'll need a helper to help you crank the engine while you perform the tests. A
repair manual for the specific vehicle that you're working on. This manual will come in handy to
answer any specific questions on how to remove and replace the component that you'll
diagnose as bad, that this article does not cover. Applies To:. Buick Vehicles:. Chevrolet
Vehicles:. Oldsmobile Vehicles:. Pontiac Vehicles:. Isuzu Vehicles:. Do NOT follow this link or
you will be banned from the site! Hate Spam. Armaan Almeida was an Automotive Editor who
produced buying guides and sneak previews, in addition to publishing daily news stories and
tracking monthly deals, incentives and pricing trends from Toyota, Nissan and Lexus. On newer
vehicles, a coil pack replaces the distributor. It is an electronically controlled pack of ignition
coils regulated by the car's computer and is used to create the spark for each engine cylinder's
spark plug. Generally speaking, coil packs are much more reliable than distributors, because

there are no moving parts and because they fire much less often than a distributor. Coil packs
usually create a better spark, which in turn produces better combustion and horsepower in a
car's engine. How a Coil Pack Works When creating a spark at the spark plug, the fire must
initiate from a high voltage supply, so as much fuel as possible burns in the cylinder. Whenever
the combustion process is started, the coil pack builds up the energy, as much as 50, to 75,
Volts. When the electronic control module the car computer sends the signal to the ignition
control, the voltage is released from the coil pack through the spark plug cables to the spark
plug. When the spark travels to the spark plug, it jumps from the spark plug gap to the ground,
causing an explosion of the fuel air mixture inside the cylinder chamber. Coil Pack Problems
Usually, if a coil pack is bad, there will be a loss of fire or spark in one or more cylinders. This
causes what's commonly referred to as misfiring. Misfiring can cause drag on the crankshaft,
and usually results in a very poor performing engine. Common Symptoms of a Faulty Coil Pack
A faulty coil pack will generally have symptoms similar to a faulty spark plug. Some of the most
common tell tale signs that a coil may be defective include: A rough idle An unexplainably
louder-than-usual engine A noticeable lack of power A significant drop in RPMs while
accelerating for no apparent reason A blinking or intermittently activating check engine light An
active gas warning light when the vehicle has plenty of gasoline Smoke from the exhaust
emitting intermittently, instead of in a steady stream How to Test a Coil Pack Fortunately, there
is an easy way to test the coil packs in your vehicle and make sure they're working as they
should. You need to use ohm meter to test the coil pack for continuity. Make sure you have the
approximate ohm values for the coil pack. To find this information, research your car's engine
on the Internet or purchase a Chilton's or Haynes manual to find out what the mega ohms
reading on the coil pack should be. Coil Packs vs. Distributors Whereas in the past, vehicles
used a distributor to pass the thousands of volts needed to create a spark from the ignition coil
to the sparkplugs, modern ignition systems now use one coil for each sparkplug or in some
cases one coil for two sparkplugs. Many times, these multiple coils are mounted in a single
mounting block with multiple terminals, thus the term coil pack. Coil Pack Advantages Coil
packs began to be implemented in many vehicles during the late 's. The biggest reason most
manufacturers have turned to coil packs is they are more reliable. Many coil packs don't require
service for up to , to , miles. Also, distributors are very prone to failure if they become wet or the
engine happens to be submerged under water for a few seconds. Coil packs tend to operate
even when they have been thoroughly doused with water. In addition to being more reliable, coil
packs are generally credited with providing more horsepower and torque than a common
distributor. Because a coil pack generally creates a much more efficient spark, it also known to
provide a slight fuel efficiency improvement over vehicles that use standard distributor caps.
While some modern vehicles do still use a distributor system, there are aftermarket upgrades
that many car enthusiasts add to improve performance, reduce maintenance and improve fuel
economy. Most rotary engines require a different type of ignition coil pack. Below are two, one
for a standard replacement, and one that is a higher voltage performance type coil pack.
Original Equipment Replacement Beck Arnley is a well known name in the automotive ignition
parts industry. They are favored by many mechanics, especially those that work mostly on
import cars. The Beck Arnley rotary engine coil pack is a direct replacement for original
equipment parts on older Mazda cars with a rotary engine. Their part number PAK is a high
performance ignition coil pack for the performance enthusiast who isn't afraid to spend a little
more on a high quality high performance part. When ordering a coil pack for your rotary engine
equipped car, you need to know the year and model as well as the engine displacement to
ensure you are given the correct parts. Armaan Almeida , Automotive Editor. Saved Vehicles 0
Saved Searches 0. Cars Direct. Home Car Repair Engine Repair. Featured Stories. Radiator
Repair Transmission Repair. By Armaan Almeida Armaan Almeida. Automotive Editor Armaan
Almeida was an Automotive Editor who produced buying guides and sneak previews, in
addition to publishing daily news stories and tracking monthly deals, incentives and pricing
trends from Toyota, Nissan and Lexus. Armaan Almeida , Automotive Editor Armaan Almeida
was an Automotive Editor who produced buying guides and sneak previews, in addition to
publishing daily news stories and tracking monthly deals, incentives and pricing trends from
Toyota, Nissan and Lexus. Interested in Leasing? Select a Make. Select a Model. Find Used Cars
Browse a huge selection of local inventory. Research Cars Select a Make. No crank no start I
have a pontiac grand am gt v6 that has a no crank no start problem i have a new battery this
month, starter today , alternator 3 months, and ignition switch today i try to see if security
system was on it not and i did the process to try to see if would work and nothing i have lights
on the gauges and it doesnt have a starter fuse on this model. Hi and thanks for your question.
Remove a spark plug wire from one of the spark plugs, and put a screwdriver in the wire and put
it to ground. Now, try starting the vehicle. If there is no spark, then there is no power to the

ignition coil. If there is power and you see a spark, then there is power to the coil pack and the
injectors are not working. Check the fuse box for any blown fuses , and also check to see if the
circuit relay to the starter clicks as you attempt to start the vehicle. If the relay does not click,
then replace the relay with another relay to see if the relay was bad. If the relay does not click,
then check the power to the relay. If there is no power to the relay, then check the main fuse for
power. If there is power to the main fuses, then the fuse box needs replaced. If there is no power
to the main fuses, then check the battery cable conditions for any corrosion or looseness. If you
need any assistance in troubleshooting your vehicle, seek out a professional, such as one from
YourMechanic, to help you determine why your car is not starting. Q: No crank and no start
asked by Daniel M. No crank no start I have a pontiac grand am gt v6 that has a no crank no
start problem i have a new battery this month, starter today , alternator 3 months, and ignition
switch today i try to see if security system was on it not and i did the process to try to see if
would work and nothing i have lights on the gauges and it doesnt have a starter fuse on this
model My car has miles. My car has an automatic transmission. Marvin Sunderland Automotive
Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be
independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What
others are asking The back end of my car is sitting lower than it should and won't move more
than a foot in drive or reverse. From what you describe it would appear that your vehicle may be
experiencing more than one issue. If the rear of your vehicle is noticeably lower than the front, it
may be possible that some sort of suspension problem Read more. Warning lights come on
after battery replacement Hello. It sounds like the PCM powertrain control module and the BCM
body control module have malfunctioned because of a shortage in the battery system. This
could have happened when the battery failed, was removed, or installed. One explanation for
Battery group size Hi, thanks for writing in. The main thing to keep in mind when it comes to
battery group sizes is its physical size. The cold cranking amps CCA is what is important when
it comes to the battery's ability to Will go in reverse not forward what are the choices I have If
the fluid level is correct, and there are still no forward gears, there is most likely a problem
inside the transmission. Typically, if it were something outside of the transmission, both the
forward and reverse gears would be affected Car stalls when i floor it The loss of power is ue to
a clogged fuel filter or fuel pressure is too low. Have fuel filter replaced and pressure checked
and problem will be isolated to one or both the clogged filter and fuel pump. How do I replace
the battery in my remote keyless entry RKE transmitter? If the battery in your remote keyless
entry RKE transmitter dies, then you will need to replace it. It will need to be replaced. It may be
possible to get a pre-programmed ECM for you to put in, but this would be a question to pose to
your local Car turns over but cannot start - BMW is Hello. Usually the cooling system has
nothing to do with the vehicle starting up. If the starter is working when you are turning the key
also known as a crank but no start the issue is usually related to the One of the most
recognized mechanical parts under the hood of any vehicle is the battery. Whether you're an
ASE certified master mechanic or have never turned a wrench, everybody can pinpoint the
location of their vehicle's battery. Although most Related articles. How to Remove a Car Battery
An auto battery helps power car electrical systems. To remove a car battery, you will need work
gloves, safety goggles, and basic hand tools. Many Many things in your car continue to work
even after your vehicle is turned off â€” radio presets, security alarms, emissions computers
and clocks are just a few. They continue to draw power from your car battery, and the What Is a
Voltage Drop Test? Browse other content. Ignition Relay Replacement. Battery Cable
Replacement. Car is not starting Inspection. You'll be able to troubleshoot and diagnose a bad
ignition coil, or bad spark plug wires, or a bad ignition control module as the cause of a misfire
condition on your 3. If you're looking for the article to test the ignition coil packs on the 3. The
most common complaint is that your car or mini-van will start and run, but run with a misfire.
Here are few others symptoms that your car or mini-van may be experiencing:. Each ignition
coil sitting on top of the ignition control module ICM has two towers. Both towers fire off spark
to two different cylinders at the exact same time. In case you're wondering what the heck is the
switching signal, this term describes the switching On and Off of the Primary Current 12 Volts
that flows thru' the ignition coil by interrupting its path to Ground by the ignition control
module. As already mentioned, if both power and the switching signal are present, then the
ignition coil has to fire off spark Testing for these two signals is easy and doesn't require any
expensive testing equipment, you don't even need a scan tool. I'm gonna' walk you thru' the
whole testing process in detail. P -What Does It Mean? Melvin Udall: Never, never, interrupt me,
okay? Not if there's a fire, not even if you hear the sound of a thud from my home and one week
later there's a smell coming from there that can only be a decaying human body and you have
to hold a hanky to your face because the stench is so thick that you think you're going to faint.
Even then, don't come knocking As Good As It Gets. This material may not be reproduced
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